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By J J Cannon

Jencann Productions, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Author, J. J. Cannon, Freelance Writer and Social Media Pro,
is fascinated and inspired, not only by the dichotomy of the not quite emotionally mature 8-10 year
old socially active set, but girls of all ages who are interested in definitive guidelines for what
constitutes appropriate online behavior. -Sophie- symbolizes every young girl, tween and teen
(maybe even Mom or Grandma) in possession of a smart device, which the Author likens to a stick of
dynamite if used without proper guidance. The whole wide world opens up to Sophie who can now
be in constant communication with friends and share anything in an instant on her favorite social
media site.but should she? Sophie loves KiK-ing it and snapping selfies on Instagram but realizes
that things can get complicated in a hurry! Why are people leaving mean comments? How come
she wasn t invited to the party she s seeing pics of in her feed? Why are kids bullying each other with
hateful and humiliating words? Sophie is not perfect. She is going to make mistakes but, together,
we can try to guide...
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Reviews
A really great publication with lucid and perfect reasons. I have read through and i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet again down
the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca de Nola n
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldr idg e Reilly
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